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If you are intending to go out for fishing in a river, you can expect to catch two major species of bass
a smallmouth bass and a largemouth bass. The two are quite different from each other in numerous
aspects. Moreover, they prefer staying in different environments as well. Therefore, you cannot just
use the same technique to fish both of them. Here are a couple of bass fishing tips that can help you
get the most desirable catch.

Largemouth Bass usually like swimming in areas that have a very low current. In order to catch a
largemouth bass, you need to locate the backwaters. However, fishing in the backwaters is not
enough. You should also try your hands at fishing near the entrance of the creek. The water current
usually brings in a good amount of tiny morsels of food in the creek. Therefore, the largemouth bass
usually prefer swimming across the creek region. The best fishing spot in the creek would be the
area that has heavy weeds. A calm area with weeds all around is a perfect largemouth bass fishing
spot.

Unlike the large ones, the smallmouth bass prefer living in areas with high current. You can usually
find them between the rocks. They feed on crustaceans found under the rocks at the bottom of the
river. Expert anglers mostly use numerous types of bass fishing lures in order to catch a smallmouth
bass. However, the most popular of them all is a crankbait. You need to select a crankbait that is
small but can easily reach upto the bottom. Crankbait do not like to be too close to the shoreline.
However, if conditions demand, they sometimes do come near the shore but you will mostly find
them in the center of the river.

A perfect place to fish for these amazing species would be an island. Before setting out, make sure
you take along the most appropriate bass fishing lures. If it is too cloudy, black and brown colored
lures are a perfect choice. It is important that you use a gang hook, as it presents the bait in its
natural form and this increases your chances of getting a big catch.

If possible, try getting in touch with professional anglers and acquire the necessary information on
how to catch bass. Their personal experience can help you find the right bass fishing spot.
Moreover, they will also be able to precisely inform you about the times when the bass are the most
active.

The above-mentioned bass fishing tips will surely make things a lot easier for you when you are out
there trying to catch a bass. You do not have to wander around anymore asking your friend â€˜how to
catch bassâ€™. Just a little bit of hard work and you are sure to surprise your friends with the bass that
you always dreamt to catch.
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